
Project Partner Proposal
From Naomi Joy Smith (GRDN)
To my collaborators from: Vanilla Way, Collaboration Incubator, EduShifts,
Permaculture CoLab Digital Circle (CoLab DC), TRCC Transatlantic Movement
Strategy (TMS), Climate Change & Consciousness 2019 (CCC19) and various other
communities of interest.
Fundraising for a new economy to support literacy for global collective decision-
making, reforestation, local food sovereignty and educational leadership games.

I am working on various interwoven projects and would like to leverage the
synergy as a way to mobilization mass support for regenerative and resilient
projects locally and globally through

 hosted dialogues,
 education journeys,
 media distribution and
 a coalition of local research groups,

backed by a Commons Supportive Entrepreneurial Coalition in an Open Source
community (e.g. those invited to explore GRDN partnership/federation potential).

You are invited to be represented as an Agent, freelancing in a CollAgency.
I will be your agent, and anyone you invite, will become your duty to onboard.



Read about the CollAgency in this doc.
Read on for the Proposed Collaboration.
Beyond Us
A Complex Global Collaboration and Learning Community, weaving together...
NowWhat?! x Presente! x CCC19 x GRDN x CoLab x Transition x you!
We are joining our efforts to raise funds for reforestation and creating collective
literacy in complex decision-making, as well as for local-directed development of
enabling (digital and physical) infrastructure.
Join the Community Call this Wednesday!
Who is the host this week?

TOPIC:
Interactive Media for Collaboration
In her role on the past Climate Change & Consciousness 19 (Findhorn, Scotland,
April 2019), Naomi Smith holds producer rights and distribution duty of content



with teachings from elders, indigenous leaders and inspiring youth (Watch the
initial release, filmed on-site at the event, where she also worked as liaison to the
online portal of local hubs, facilitating multiple sessions with Conference
Weavers). These interview pieces have been shot and edited by the extremely
talented and energized British filmmaker Paul Maple under the convening of the
legendary Stephanie Mines (TARA Approach) and her investors, (Friends of the
Earth and Union of Concerned Scientist members).
*The follow-through team from CCC19 are seeking funds to open a college called Groundswell,
promoting these films to the network of live-streaming hubs who joined CCC19 in gatherings
spread across the world and are seeking guidance in implementing local action strategies.
Community Organizer Bounty: Host A Live Screening!
There will be funds offered through bounties toward hosts who use these films as
creative inspiration to host your own live session (online x real event x blend).
Post it in your networks with the hashtag #BeyondUs #Groundswell and add an
event to the calendar, tinyurl.com/GRDNcalendar where you can invite your own
communities, friends, peers, colleagues & network into the wider collective
conversation series.
Any hub hosts running a local events worldwide can join our networks of action,
participating as a member of an economy project known as a DisCO: a Distributed
Cooperative Organization.
Track your participation to be in the running for Local Tree of the Season!
The group who plant the most trees during our series will receive gift budgets
from our sponsors of reforestation projects (contributions of all forms welcome).
Fundraising is already well underway and the effect of the recent fires is an omen
for mobilization. We seek your support now, see more details below.

Besides this partnership with CCC/Groundswell/TARA, Naomi is also co-convening
the working group for Remote International Permaculture Convergence 2020
(occurring in Nov-Dec 2020, North-West Argentina) with Nenad Maljkovic from
Permaculture CoLab, ECOLISE, REconomy, Network Weavers, Deep Adaptation
etc .



Such a similar target audience profile creates a chance to weave generative
action; using our skills in decentralized collaboration, technology for distributing
resources and decision-making and agile/adaptable skills, this project centers
youth, land stewards, indigenous elders and investors into a public dialogue
around the future of earth, and what that means for each and every one of us
where we are back home.
We aim to lay the digital infrastructure (well, ‘scaffolding’ in the new language!)
to recruit local filmmakers, conveners, spokespeople, developers and
entrepreneurs, all supported through an economy based on the federation of
grassroots agencies aligned with the GRDN mission.
GRDN wants to register a platform cooperative which installs a DAO as the back-
end resource allocation for hacking and localizing education.
(I say ‘back-end’ because it follows the data provided through the live hosted
dialogue sessions between stakeholders, simply implemented through the
incentivized GEN boosters and themselves monitored transparently by
representatives from the live dialogue groups).
Data analysts and accountants will be employed to operate a system which
determines ‘bounties’ (available paid work) to those willing to a) learn-on-the-job,
monitor, or teach skills which are selected as most in-demand for our purpose of
resilient and regenerative action.
This is determined through visualized data, given to co-op members for voting,
and then implemented through a collaboration by the operational leaders from all
relevant stakeholder domains.
Bounties can be claimed by any stakeholders who sign a p2p contract for research
exchange and are coaligned for benefit (made official through on-boarding to the
CollAgency).
The freelancer work performed by network weavers, facilitators, translators,
coordinators, editors, programmers, marketing, and other services, can optionally
register their tax services through an establishing Estonian e-Coop to support
funding the agency and to opt-in to membership with the Foundation of
BeyondUs (the legal entity who will receive funds for this project is something we
are not prepared to determine until we have consulted with more stakeholders.).



Brief Concept: Games and online learning journeys, ecosystem weaving needed
for site visits around South America and local gatherings in Europe, NZ, India,
Taiwan, Kenya, South Africa, North America, all over this world; wherever you are
connected to resilient communities looking for education and cultural shifts
during ecological crises; to grow skills for the Just Transition!
New governance. New economy. New work. Building connections.
Our shared goal is to develop the visibility and access to bioregional support
between coaligned earthly civic groups, local pioneers and urban warriors to
strategize channels for local self-reliance with hubs preparing for collapse and
transition.
We are seeking funding for this curriculum through our extensive networks of
supporters and will begin to provide infrastructure which facilitates generative
conversation between a complex group of remote-interacting concerned
individuals.
We seek your creative ideas for workshops and dialogue sessions.
We seek your technical genius in service for the emerging story of urgency.
Recruitment and on-boarding into the interactive digital story,
Naomi Joy Smith
Design of 'Transform Series' online workshops and protagonist @ DAOstack,
Felipe Duarte
Together with Philippe Greier (Presente!, EduShifts), we will co-develop a fully
blended interactive (remote online and offline) journey of mutual collaboration
and discovery, guided by indigenous leaders in Brazil and thought leaders from
our networks.
We are looking to recruit process artists, grant writers, content editors, and
entrepreneurs with your own project. It’s a collaboration! Time to join in.


